Sustainable Student Digital Ecosystem

Student info system

Curriculum Management System
- Academic policy
- Curricular structure
- Academic approvals
- Course scheduling

T&L Tools – Unizin plus
- LMS (Migration to Canvas)
- Integrated course-level analytics
- Content sharing
- Other tools

Query library

Assessment
- Course level
- Program level

Public

FERPA

Private
Status

• D2L license ends June 2016
  • Extend for a year or two in any scenario
• Piloted Canvas for 1 year going on 2: favorable
• I used Canvas in my own course: favorable
• Students want 1 LMS and campus can afford 1 LMS (can’t afford 3 in an interconnected ecosystem)
Status

On-line and other programs ramping up. We need a clear direction for the future.

- SPMH new MD curriculum – August 16
- Summer term - now
- Online courses - now
Canvas

- Most Unizin schools are switching to Canvas
  - Typical transition is 12 to 24 months
  - We have fallen behind
- Canvas now in ~650 institutions, 350 have joined in the last 24 months
  - UC-Berkeley
  - Northwestern
  - UT-Austin
  - Carnegie-Mellon
  - Harvard
  - Ohio State
  - U. of Florida
  - U. of Michigan
  - Penn State
  - Indiana U and Others
• Next year, we will pay the full licensing cost of Canvas and D2L

• We are pursuing a plan to fully integrate Canvas into the student digital ecosystem to allow expanded use

• Proposed Resolution: Intent to transition to Canvas and sunset D2L and Moodle in 24 months (beginning July 1, 2016)